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Propositions (Stellingen)
by Johannes Willem Kruisselbrink, author of
Evolution Strategies for Robust Optimization
1. Robust optimization is the practice of optimization given uncertainties in the
system or model that is considered for optimization. It does not include uncer-
tainties in the preferences. [This thesis]
2. Robust optimization always requires an explicit measure of the robust quality
of candidate solutions. [This thesis]
3. For the (µ/µI , λ)-ES on the noisy sphere, the sample size of resampling tech-
niques must grow quartically with linearly decreasing distance to the optimum
to keep positive or optimal progress. To achieve linear convergence over the
number of generations, the sample size must grow exponentially. [This thesis]
4. Evolution Strategies that use adaptive resampling techniques do not offer an
improvement when comparing these to optimally tuned non-adaptive noise han-
dling methods for expected fitness optimization of objective functions with
stationary Gaussian additive noise. [This thesis]
5. The problem of finding robust optima comprises two different problem classes:
emergent robust optima and shifted robust optima. Both require different opti-
mization strategies. [This thesis]
6. High precision approximation of robust optima is, for certain scenarios, possible
by avoiding redundant sampling in the overlapping uncertainty regions when
comparing solutions. [This thesis]
7. The aim to find a local optimum is not the same as the aim to find high-quality
solutions. For optimization, using the aim to find a locally optimal solution as
a mere goal of optimization can be deceptive.
8. Finding one optimal solution to an optimization problem is often not enough.
Searching for multiple different solutions is the next step for automated opti-
mization.
9. The ultimate stress test for a simulation tool is using it in an evolutionary
optimization loop. Evolution will try settings that a human never considers.
10. It is often more difficult to state an optimization problem than to solve it.
11. It is often more difficult to understand a solution to an optimization problem
than to find it.
